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06 MARRIAGES: Andrea Albea and Caroline Moore received a master of Arts degree in professional communication from Clemson University, and now work for Red House Global/Brand Architects in Atlanta. Andrea Albea received the 2011 Edith B. Newman Graduate Research Award from the American Psychophysical Association. The award, given annually by PrfChs and the APA, is presented to the psychophysics graduate student who submits the best research paper published in presented at a national, regional or state psychophysiological association. Michael has defended his dissertation at Washington University in St. Louis and earned a postdoctoral fellowship at Emory University.

MARRIAGE: Kate Deal and Stewart Mike, June 4. They live in Decatur, Ga.

07 This Year is Reunion!

Nancy Bay took an interview with Caroline Moore for a master of Arts degree in professional communication from Clemson University, and now works for Red House Global/Brand Architects in Atlanta. Andrea Albea received the 2011 Edith B. Newman Graduate Research Award from the American Psychophysical Association. The award, given annually by PrfChs and the APA, is presented to the psychophysics graduate student who submits the best research paper published in presented at a national, regional or state psychophysiological association. Michael has defended his dissertation at Washington University in St. Louis and earned a postdoctoral fellowship at Emory University.

MARRIAGE: Kate Deal and Stewart Mike, June 4. They live in Decatur, Ga.

08 DEATHS

Reese Goldman at Woodward Academy. University, and Hayley is an English teacher his third year of medical school at Emory holds a Ph.D. from Auburn University, is in
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 registry (http://alumni.furman.edu) is included in class notes.

Andrea Albea

Caroline Moore

received a master of Arts degree in professional communication from Clemson University and now works for Red House Global/Brand Architects in Atlanta.

Michael Sculini received the 2011 Edith B. Newman Graduate Research Award from the American Psychophysical Association. The award, given annually by PrfChs and the APA, is presented to the psychophysics graduate student who submits the best research paper published in presented at a national, regional or state psychophysiological association. Michael has defended his dissertation at Washington University in St. Louis and earned a postdoctoral fellowship at Emory University.

MARRIAGE: Kate Deal and Stewart Mike, June 4. They live in Decatur, Ga.